
TERM 1 YEAR 6 
 

Wk 
News L & S Blend/Seg 

ment 
Positional 
Frequency 

Morphology Vocab Sentence 
Structure 

Writing 
2 x EI lessons  

Grammar/Punc
tuation 

Assessment 

1 
.      Intrigue, 

dexterous, 
entwined 

 
 
 
 
 
 

honourable, 
anatomically, 

preference 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

contrite  
aggravate  

extraordinary 

Compound sentence 
completion (student 

adds second 
independent clause) 

– but  
The boy kicked the 

ball, but it went over 
the fence.  

Narrative Nouns, proper 
nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs, 
 
 

Diagnostic  

2 
Long / Short a  

ai , ay , a_e, eigh, a 
, ei 

  vacant, navy, basic, 
crater, April, radar, 

wafer, famous, raking, 
rainbow, painter, 
dainty, bracelet, 

pavement, placement, 
safety,  

- complain, contain, 
explain, remain, 
terrain, exclaim, 

campaign, decay, 
portray, parade, 

amaze, vibrate, dictate, 
erase et  

- attic, batter, happen, 
valley, traffic, pattern, 
fabric, plastic, cactus, 

chapter, canyon, 
tadpole, ambush, 

magic 

Rule for dropping the 
final e.  

When a word ends in e 
and you add a 

morphograph that 
begins with a vowel 

letter, you must drop 
the final e. (hoping, 
quotable, guiding). 

Practice adding -ing, -
ness, -able, -ed  

  

* Suffix –ate, 
meaning become 

(regulate, eradicate, 
vaccinate)    

Compound sentence 
completion (student 

adds second 
independent clause) 

– so  
The boy kicked the 
ball, so his friend 

could catch it.  

Narrative   Nouns, proper 
nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs, 

 

3 
Long/ short e 

 ee, ea, -y, i , ie , ei, 
e_e 

  
 

* *Doubling rule (short 

words) (L11 SME)  
When a short words 

ends CVC and the next 
morphograph begins 
with a vowel letter, 

you must double this 
consonant. Practice 

adding –able, -ing, -ed  

 

Doubling rule (long 
words) (L93 SME)  

When the word ends in 
a CVC morphograph, 
use the doubling rule   

Compound sentence 
completion (student 

adds second 
independent clause) 

– and  
The boy kicked the 
ball, and his mum 
cheered him on.  

Narrative Fragments/Sentenc
es  
Cues of 
punctuation 
(capital letter full 
stops) 

 

4 
 Long i  

igh, -y , i_e , i , ie 

Revise previous long i 
words 

- pilot, tiger, writer, 
pirate, Friday, spider, 
private, icy, title, item 
- ninety, fighter, lively, 

tighten, wildcat 
climber, kindness, cycle 
- polite, decide, excite, 
tonight, resign, design, 

unkind, rewind, 
-little, kitten, - skinny, 

windy, visit sister, 
finish, mixture 

The rule for changing 
y to an I ( L16, SPE) 
When a word ends 
with consonant and 
the letter y, and you 

add the 
morphograph that 

begins with anything 
except I, you must 

change the y to an i 

 
*Suffix –ive meaning 
having the nature of 
(creative, decisive, 

constructive) 

nauseating  
anticipate 
profound 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

provoke 
suppress 
scornful 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After/before* what 
(noun and verb), 
who what it did.  
After the sun set, the 
boy kicked his ball.  

Narrative Homophones  
 
Punctuation 
commas 

Reading response - 
Connecting 

5 
 

 L ong/ short o  
oa , o, ow, o_e , oe 

robot, pony, 

motor, notice, 

ocean, poem, 

hoping, frozen, 

chosen,  

- hopeful, 
closely, toaster, 
coastal, soapy, 

*W as a vowel letter  
If w is at the end of a 
morphograph then 
it’s a vowel letter 

 
If y is at the end of a 
morphograph then 
it’s a vowel letter 

 
  

Add –or to words 
that use an ion 

ending (L103 SME) 

Who, what it did, 
because* who why.  
The boy kicked the 

ball because he 
wanted to be fit.  

Narrative Homophones Timed Narrative  



TERM 1 YEAR 6 
 

 

 

owner, mower, 
postage  

- alone, explode, 
dispose, 

compose, 
approach, 

disown, afloat  
- follow, copper, 

blossom, 
cottage, bottle, 
nozzle, cotton, 

popcorn, 
contest, 

costume, 
bonfire, 
problem   

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
egocentric  

abrade  

   
 

 

6 
 

 Long/ short u  
oo , ew , o , ou , ui , ue 

  music, ruby, pupil, 
future, unit, fuel July, 
ruler, bugle, human, 

tuna  
- useful, Tuesday, juicy  

- amuse, reduce, 
excuse, pollute  

- supper, funny, tunnel, 
puzzle, ugly, husband, 

number, umpire, 
under, hungry, upon, 
punish, public, study 

Revise Plural Rules  
Adding es to words 

ending in s, z, sh or ch 
(L26 SME)  

Adding es to words 
ending in x (L27 SME)  

Adding es to words 
ending in a consonant 

then y (L31 SME)  
Plural words ending 
with ves (L78 SME) 

 Who – what it did – 
coordinating 

conjunction (but, so, 
and) – who – what it 

did (+ adjective)  
The boy kicked the 

ball, but it went over 
the large fence.  

Narrative What, Who, Where  

7 

 

   Final syllable (schwa) 
ain  

Review al, il, el , le 

certain, bargain, 
captain, mountain 
- human, woman, 
orphan, magician 
- chicken, rotten, 
heaven, sunken, 

children 
- basin, robin, 

pumpkin, muffin, 
penguin 

- apron, common, 
dragon, poison, carton, 

weapon  

 * * Adding –en to 
words ending in 

w,drop the e (L61 SME) 
(drawn, thrown, 

grown)  

 
 

* Suffix; -an – denotes 
a noun/person- 

artisan, guardian, 
magician  

-en (verb) to cause to 
happen – moisten, 
sharpen, lengthen  

-en (adjective) made 
from – golden, silken, 

wooden,  

 

 
 Obnoxious  
resourceful 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Altercation  
Delectable  
Profound 
 

When, who – what it 
did (+ adverb) – 

coordinating 
conjunction (but, so 
and) – who – what it 

did  
At sunset, the boy 

happily kicked  
 
 

  

Narrative What, Who, Where   

8 
   Revise  

Digraphs  
Oi and Oy 

 -  
 

 * Suffix -ent -ant, 
meaning one who 
is/does (assistant, 

student) 

Who – what it did – 
simile/metaphor – 

coordinating 
conjunction – who – 

what it did  
The boy kicked the 
ball as high as a 
mountain, but it 
went over the fence. 

Narrative Similes  

9 
 Revise  

Digraphs  
Er, ur, ir and or   

  * Adding –al to words 
ending with –ic before 
adding –ly (L71 SME) 

When the word ends in 
ic you must add the 

morphograph al before 
adding ly. (magically, 
basically, critically) 

* Suffix -ic -icily, 
meaning pertaining 

to (historic, volcanic, 
musical)  

 
 Affable  

Enlightened  
Peculiar 

 
 
 
 
 

Contemplation  
Dignitary  

Pester  

 Narrative Similes Final Narrative 
Assessment  

10 
 Revise Revise Revise Revise   Narrative Compound 

Sentences 
 


